INSTRUCTIONS FOR USE
A. HOW TO SET UP

A

1. Pull film evenly out of refill and tie in a knot.

1.

2.

2. Feed film back through the refill.
3. A. Place refill into top section by aligning locators.
B. Feed film though flap then pull out 30cm.

3.

4. Align front of top section to front of base.

B.

A.

30cm.

5. Then align button with button slot at back.
6. Push both front and back until the lid clicks into place,
ensuring front clips on base are locked with the top section.

4.

B. HOW TO SET UP

5.

6.

1. Lift the lid.
2. A. Push the nappy through the flap.
B. Make sure flap re-closes.
3. Then close the lid.

B

C. HOW TO EMPTY

1.

1. Press on the button to remove the top section.
2. Pull additional film through to cut.
3. Use cutter blade to cut film.

2.

4. Tie a knot and the bin is ready to empty.

A.

D. ATTENTION

B.

Do not extend flap beyond 90 degrees or damage may occur.

3.
Contact details can be found at www.tommeetippee.com
WARNING! Plastic film can be dangerous. To avoid suffocation keep
plastic film away from babies and children. Do not store in or near
babies’ sleeping area.
WARNING! To prevent injury, do not attempt to take this unit apart other
than to replace the film or empty. User maintenance other than cleaning
is not required.
WARNING! To prevent injury, do not stand or sit on this product.

C

1.

2.

3.

4.

WARNING! For adult use only. Do not allow your child to play with this
product.
WARNING! Do not fill the product with water or other liquids. Serious
accidents have occurred to babies and young children when products
such as this have been filled with liquid.
WARNING! The cutter blade is very sharp. Keep hands clear of the blade
area and be very careful when cutting the film. Film is Biomaster®
protected to inhibit 99% of germs. Antibacterial protection is present in
the film and not the other components of this product. Film is treated
with Biomaster silver biocide tested to ISO 22196:2011. Please use
biocides responsibly.
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